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Just Create 

Kevin

My name is Kevin Yalale-Matufueni and 
I work as a Sport Marketing Specialist 
focused on supporting new Sports business 
and marketing projects. It's been a few 
years now that I have noticed sports 
actors making their way into improving 
the interactions with the new generation. 
Despite their efforts, the journey to find 
harmony between sports performance, 
business or serving the fans can still be 
sometimes really challenging. Here I come 
with some insightful tips after years of 
experience that already helped many 
clubs, leagues and federations. I very much 
enjoyed writing this doc and I wish you a 
pleasant reading.  

Sports Marketing Specialist
www.kevinyalale.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kevinyalale/
https://twitter.com/KevinYalale
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1. C H A P T E R

Una Cerveza 
por favor ?

1. CHAPTER
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Stadium owners and operators are placing more 
and more value on the optimisation of the fan 
and guest experience. Delivering an engaging 
environment for all supporter segments is crucial 
in driving the performance of a stadium. The food 
and beverage (F&B) segment is a key element of 
this performance. F&B has to be at the heart of the 
match and non-match day experience. It is not just 
the food product itself, but the F&B experience as a 
whole which is of paramount importance.

The premise that F&B is an integral element to 
the fan experience must be embraced in an early 
stage of the planning process, to ensure revenue 
maximisation as well as efficiency of operation 
within the F&B function. 

Una cerveza 
por favor?

1. C H A P T E R

Open before and after matches, The Market Place is 
designed to create a feeling of unity and a sense of 

excitement among home supporters, with the excited hum 
of pre-match activity rising through food trucks around the 

stadium.

The Market Place could include: Vegetarian options, Gluten free 
selections, healthy fare choices,  Gourmet food options, Food item 
of the game day, Team/Player branded food and drinks, Special 
team food offers and deals, All you can eat deal, Post event deals/
incentives to end the fan journey on a positive, Happy Hours, Open 
display cookin areas where fans can see the food being prepared, 
Vouchers for free food or food deals if the team wins.

The Market Place

a F&B 
Experience 

before and after 
matches !
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Ernestine Ulmer

you can add: 

Beer/drink passports, Commemorative 
F&B items, Local food options, Member 
bars and F&B zones, Express odering 

anf pick up via app, Cardless payments, 
Early bird offers, Craft beer, Craft beer 

and ticket membership package, Cutting 
down on waste (less plastic items and 
more re-usable or less packaging for 
F&B), Timed deals, Kids combo deal, 

Combo deals, Points loyalty card system 
linked to membership, Cook off events 
with players/team, Coloured novelty 

beers/drinks, Merch and F&B packages.

Tips
Eat. Drink. Enjoy. 

Repeat.

Life is uncertain. 
Eat dessert first.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkP7Gh8y6no
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkP7Gh8y6no
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2. C H A P T E R

Tonight is 
THE night!

2. CHAPTER
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Theme nights are not new to the sports marketing 
world, but their execution is evolving. It's not very 
common in football but sports marketing experts 
say clubs should be "all in" when planning these 
special events.

Imagine making this choice: Star Wars night at 
Santiago Bernabeu or Zombie night at Camp 
Nou? Promotional nights at sports events are a 
fun and creative way to spice up the game cal-
endar and increase attendance.  Then, it’s a con-
stant push to improve the in-game experience.

Tonight is 
THE night!

2. C H A P T E R

Hallowen theme or Zombies nights are great examples 
of games in which you are able to integrate strong 

promotional elements from your partners that include 
giveaways and unique in-game experiences.

In choosing promotional nights, you have to carefully consider 
the day of the week as well as the opponents for each game 
to determine which matchups draw the largest attendance and 
which might benefit from additional promotional support. By de-
sign, many of promotional nights fall on or near holidays, giving 
you the opportunity to activate larger theme nights.

Halloween night

Man City did 
a halloween 

stadium tour in 
2016 

https://vivamanchester.co.uk/manchester-citys-treat-with-a-halloween-spooktacular-stadium-and-club-tour/
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Mason Cooley

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?time_

you can add: 

Date night, Music nights (Disco, 80's, 
90's, etc), Ladies day out, Retro/Classic 

night, Guys night out, Movie night, 
Kids Super heros night, Local hero day 

(Police, Teachers, Nurses,...) Social media 
night, Pride night, Player/team history 
night, Misc. themed events (Xmas, St 
Pats, Easter, Carnaval, Halloween,...), 

Familly night, Recycling/environmental 
night, Derby Day, Clasico Day. 

Tips
Holidays provide a 
prime opportunity.

Clothes make 
a statement. 

Costumes tell a 
story

https://youtu.be/5QqTemr_gWA?t=195
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3. C H A P T E R

Loyalty, 
Loyalty, 
Loyalty.

3. CHAPTER
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Sport clubs have the most loyal fans in the world, so 
is it a surprise that they are leaders in innovations 
in loyalty programs?  How do clubs make the most 
of this immense, lifelong dedication that fans have? 
And how could clubs reinvent the way of thanking 
their fans and encourage continued loyalty? 

Loyalty programs help to maintain interest ( and 
revenue) in a club all year round, keeping inter-
est going with deals, rewards and gifts. Recent 
years have shown the new ways that clubs have 
strengthened the bond with fans, deepened the 
relationship and funnelled that passion in new 
and interesting ways. 

Loyalty, 
Loyalty, 
Loyalty.

3. C H A P T E R

Fan Social app is the modern sports fan loyalty platform 
that allows clubs to effectively deliver relationship 

marketing strategies that drive profitable growth. Added to 
a BI/Data strategy, you will get to know your fans and sure 
that you deliver them the right service thanks to a good 

marketing segmentation.  

Fan Social App replaces the traditional loyalty card with a rela-
tionship-driven platform, seamlessly integrating real-time gam-
ification, social and reward strategies into a unified fan experi-
ence. It allows fans to see what friends are saying, celebrate key 
moments together, receive real-time insights and info from the 
Club’s inner sanctum. Fans can even hear from players and the 
coach during the game, all through one single app.

Fan Social App

Fan Engagement 
that creates 

Loyalty
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Anonymous

you can add: 

Ticketing, % Off Deals, Timed deals, 
Group discounts, Fan area discounts, 

Sign up for the next year and get a free 
game of this year, Integrated transport 
in ticketing, kids items, promotional 

items, ticket and merch bundles, 
Free merch pack with membership, 

Commemorative merch item for signing 
up, Membership = free jersey for kids, 
Social games, live match data, scoring 

info.

Tips
the app has to make 

easier the life of 
your fans

Respect is 
earned. Honesty 
is appreciated. 
Trust is gained. 

Loyalty is 
returned.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFLyzOPNN4Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFLyzOPNN4Q
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4. C H A P T E R

Big brother 
is watching 

you

4. CHAPTER
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  Analytics in sports, specifically fan engagement 
analytics, could enhance the live game experience 
and maintain fan and sponsor participation. Explore 
potential revenue-generating ideas for boosting 
attendance, driving engagement, and enriching 
sponsorship opportunities.

Advances in technology are making it possible to 
enhance the fan experience at sporting events. 
Digital event ticketing and biometric stadium 
entry systems, which produce fan engagement 
analytics, are open doors for sports teams. With 
data gathered from digitally-oriented stadiums 
and interactive fan experiences, clubs can better 
understand important information about who’s 
sitting in their stadium seats and enhance spon-
sor opportunities.

Big brother 
is watching 

you

4. C H A P T E R

With richer data, sports teams can now know who was at 
the game, their in-stadium purchase history, and where fans 
moved within the stadium. Having this specific information 
will enable more focused sponsor targeting and authentic 

engagement both inside and outside the stadium thanks to 
a BI department.

More data also means more creative ways to contract with sponsors and 
more opportunities to customize stadium advertising. For instance, teams 
can also integrate sponsor engagement into “thanks for coming to the 
game” emails based on fan profiles: Consider cross-promoting with ride-
share apps or hotel loyalty programs, issuing credits or rewards to users in 
the stands when the home team won.

In addition, analytics can also transform stadium advertising. Instead of 
general ads on a screen, unique data will allow for more tailored adver-
tising to distinct groups of fans. For example, if we know that attendees 
behind one goal are part of a corporate event, they could be excellent 
candidates for a targeted personal banking promotion.

Data and BI

Having a BI 
department is 
now vital for 

clubs
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Ronald Coase

you can add: 

Hackathon, New Sponsor deals, Targeted 
ads, Fan targeting, Event attendance, 

tailored promotions, personalized 
discounts, Facebook Live, Loyalty App 

2.0, Chatbots, Start-ups challenge, New 
sponsor opportunities ( Uber, fast food, 

etc...), Live Engagement. 

Tips
Use Data. Don't Sell 

it. 

Torture the 
data, and it 

will confess to 
anything.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFLyzOPNN4Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7B2gwfBFzw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFLyzOPNN4Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7B2gwfBFzw


...that you should never forget

Sports is big business 
and its getting bigger 

every year. Mining 
all aspects of fan 

data creates unique 
opportunities. Data 
from fan surveys, 

social media (including 
activity monitoring and 
engagement), website 
metrics, mobile habits 

and device preferences, 
data from contests, 
all provide sporting 
organizations and 

clubs with analytics 
to better understand 

their fans to grow their 
fan engagement and 

sponsor opportunities.

Fans have invested 
more in their teams and 

the players than we 
may ever realize, so be 

sure their voice is heard 
and that they know this 
matters to you. Ensure 
it supports your overall 
strategy and turn it into 

incredible content to 
showcase across social 

and web properties 
to boost engagement. 
Don't forget to involve 
also your stakeholders 

and partners! Good 
activations will 

always be better than 
just visibility in your 

stadium.  

Last but certainly not 
least, create amazing 

content. Sports content 
marketing can be 

an exhilarating and 
rewarding experience. 
Just remember, fans 

don’t see themselves 
as consumers. 

They’re part of the 
team and therefore 
will demonstrate 

incredible loyalty and 
support. By providing 
quality content, fan 

engagement will get 
a boost, leading to 

new target audience, 
a stronger brand/club, 

better sponsorship 
deals, and increased 

revenue.

1 2 3

3 golden tips... 

Data Involve Content
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Thank You 

Graduated in a MBA in Sport management at Real Madrid 
Graduate School, addicted to Sports, particularly Football 

and Basketball, working in this industry is my passion and my 
speciality. 

As a Sports marketing Specialist, I am accustomed to create, 
develop and lead innovative sports projects successfully and 

always ready for new challenges in sports marketing. 

Kevin Yalale-Matufueni

mailto:Kevinyalale%40gmail.com?subject=
http://www.kevinyalale.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kevinyalale/
https://twitter.com/KevinYalale
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